FOOTWEAR SANITATION UNITS

LOW MOISTURE

- Air-operated pump delivers a consistent amount of sanitizer (0.2 oz/5.91 mL) per spray
- Spray pattern ensures even coverage across shoe sole
- Collection basin is easy to access or swap out for cleaning
- Includes 2.5 gallon chemical jug with quick-connect chemical line fittings
- Durable stainless steel frame and polyethylene body
- Available in three different models
SS2 FOOTWEAR SANITIZING UNIT
- Draws from pre-mixed solution
- Includes 2.5 gallon jug with suction hose
- Designed to help sanitize at transition zones with a focus on reduced moisture
- Air-operated pump delivers a consistent amount of sanitizer (0.2 oz/5.91 mL) per spray
- Spray pattern ensures even coverage across shoe sole
- Collection basin is easy to access or swap out for cleaning
- Spray guard prevents overspray of sanitizer
- Designed with sanitary concepts to increase ease of cleaning

SS2-FMH FOOTWEAR SANITIZING UNIT WITH HANDLE
- Draws from pre-mixed solution
- Includes 2.5 gallon jug with suction hose
- Designed to help sanitize at transition zones with a focus on reduced moisture
- Air-operated pump delivers a consistent amount of sanitizer (0.2 oz/5.91 mL) per spray
- Spray pattern ensures even coverage across shoe sole
- Collection basin is easy to access or swap out for cleaning
- Spray guard prevents overspray of sanitizer
- Designed with sanitary concepts to increase ease of cleaning
- Stainless steel handle and base provide stability for user

SS2-MBS FOOTWEAR SANITIZING UNIT WITH BOOT SCRUBBER
- Draws from pre-mixed solution
- Designed to help sanitize at transition zones with a focus on reduced moisture
- Air-operated pump delivers a consistent amount of sanitizer (0.2 oz/5.91 mL) per spray
- Spray pattern ensures even coverage across shoe sole
- Collection basin is easy to access or swap out for cleaning
- Spray guard prevents overspray of sanitizer
- Designed with sanitary concepts to increase ease of cleaning
- Stainless steel handle and base provide stability for user
- Boot scrubber helps remove excess debris

ANDERSON’S FOOT SANITIZING PROGRAM
Using products DEO-QUAT 3 and Alpet D2 in a two-step program.

- Sanitize footwear using Alpet D2 (alcohol - quaternary solution) and the footwear sanitation unit.
- Step into a powdered foot “bath” using the dry quaternary product Deo-Quat 3.